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1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to determine the pure global dimension of a finite 
dimensional, associative algebra R (over a commutative field k), which is either 
hereditary (i.e. submodules of projective modules are projective) or a radicaf- 
squared zero algebra. 
We recall that a module P is pure-projective, if Hom(P, -) is exact on pure-exact 
sequences. Equivalently, P is a summand of a direct sum of finitely presented 
modules. As usual, the pure-projective dimension (p.proj.dim M) of a module M is 
defined by pure-exact resolutions with pure-projective modules. The supremum of 
all numbers p.proj.dim M is the pure global dimension of R (p.gl.dim R). 
As is well known [3,29], p.gl.dim R = 0 (for a finite dimensional algebra) if and 
only if R is representation-finite, i.e. R has only a finite number of isomorphism 
classes of indecomposable modules of finite length. Further, according to a result of 
Gruson and Jensen [18,20], p.gl.dim R is always bounded by t + 1, where H, is the 
cardinality of R. 
We have shown in [6] that there are indeed finite dimensional hereditary algebras 
R (namely the path algebras k[T] of a wild quiver r without oriented cycle) where 
this universal bound for pure global dimension is attained. With the aid of Ringel’s 
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structure theory of infinite dimensional representations [27] we prove that for a 
finite dimensional hereditary or radical-squared zero algebra of tame representation 
type [ll, 121 (which means that there exists a complete list of indecomposable 
modules of finite length) the pure global dimension is always bounded by 2 
(Proposition 3.3). 
In combination with a result of Okoh on the pure global dimension of the 
Kronecker algebra (the path algebra of the quiver * Z -) [23] this leads to the 
complete determination of pure global dimension for the two classes of algebras 
considered, in the case of an algebraically closed base field (Theorem 3.4). As a 
result, this homological behaviour of hereditary or radical-squared zero algebras is 
in perfect coincidence with the representation-theoretic partition into representation- 
finite, tame or wild. 
These results cover the case of path algebras with or without cycles (Corollary 3.5) 
with the exception of the path algebra of the oriented cycle f,, of length n. This 
particular case is considered in more detail in Section 4. Using a functor-theoretic 
argument due to Brune 191, we prove that k[f,], which is infinite dimensional and 
two-sided hereditary noetherian, shares with Dedekind domains the Kulikov 
property: submodules of pure-projective modules are again pure-projective 
(Theorem 4.1). 
In the last section we determine the pure-global dimension of algebras of 
dimension four over algebraically closed fields [ 161 with two exceptions. We further 
investigate the incidence algebras of the ‘critical ordered sets’ as studied by Loupias 
WI. 
2. Preliminaries on pure global dimension 
We first present a useful criterion on bounds on pure-projective dimension, which 
belongs to the folklore of the subject (compare [20]) and is in fact a consequence of 
a theorem of Auslander [2] on projective dimension. In this section, R denotes a 
ring, associative with unit. 
Proposition 2.1. Let %// be a class of left R-modules, closed against the formation 
of pure quotients and satisfying the property 
(*) Any non-zero M in _// has a non-zero pure submodule N of pure-projective 
dimension In. 
Then every M in _/( has pure-projective dimension 4n. 
Proof. By transfinite induction, A4 is the union of a well-ordered chain (indexed by 
the ordinals) of pure submodules MA., where Mi+ I /MA has pure-projective 
dimension In for each A. (We assume of course MO=0 and it4,= U,,,, 1Vr if lu is a 
limit ordinal.) 
The functor F : R-Mod -, Add(rY OP, Ab), X - Hom( -, X) from left R-modules 
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to contravariant, additive functors from the category A of finitely presented 
left R-modules to abelian groups preserves pure-exactness. Further, an R-module 
P is pure-projective if and only if FP is projective. Therefore, p.proj.dimM= 
proj .dim FM for every R-module A4. 
By hypothesis, FM is the union of the well-ordered chain (FMi), where 
FMA + 1 /FMA = F(MA + I /MA) has projective dimension in. The assertion now 
follows from Auslander’s theorem [2] on projective dimension. 
The following proposition, which complements [6, Prop. 2.21 is the basis for 
further results on the comparison of pure global dimension. 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose R and S are rings and T: R-Mod -* S-Mod is a functor 
satisfying the folio wing conditions: 
(i) T commutes with direct limits, 
(ii) If X is finitely presented, TX is pure-projective, 
(iii) If TX is a direct summand of TY, X is (isomorphic to) a direct summand 
of Y. 
Then Tpreservespure-projective dimension. in particular, p.gl.dim. RI p.gl.dim S. 
Proof. It follows from (i) and (ii) that T preserves pure-exactness and pure-projec- 
tivity. It therefore remains to prove that T also reflects pure-projectivity. Let P+X 
be a pure epimorphism and P pure-projective. If TX is pure-projective, we conclude 
that TX is isomorphic to a direct summand of TP. It now follows from (iii) that X is 
pure-projective. 
Corollary 2.3. If e is idempotent in R, then p.gl.dim eRel p.gl.dim R. 
Proof. We observe that the functor T: eRe-Mod --, R-Mod, X - ReQ,, X is left 
adjoint to I/ : R-Mod + eRe-Mod, Y - eY = HomR(Re, Y) and satisfies UT% 1 and 
T(eRe) = Re. 
Now, we suppose that R is semiprimary and J2=0, where J= rad R is the 
Jacobson-radical of R. Therefore, S= R/J is semisimple (artinian) and J an 
(S, S)-bimodule. As is well known, 
is a (two-sided) hereditary, semiprimary ring. 
Proposition 2.4. The pure global dimensions of R and I? coincide. 
Proof. As is shown in [4], left R-modules are just the representations of the 
bimodufe sJs. By definition, a representation of J is a triple V= (Vi, V2; u), where 
Vi, V2 are S-modules and u : JO, V, + V2 is an S-linear map. Further, a morphism 
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f : V+ W of J-representations consists of a pair (f,, fi) of S-linear maps f, : V, -+ W,, 
fi : V2 -+ W, satisfying flu = u( 10 f,). 
There is an obvious functor [4] 
T : R-Mod *R-Mod, A4 +. (M/JIM, JM; u), 
where u : JO, M/JM -+ JM is induced by the multiplication on M. If P denotes the 
R-projective hull of M, i.e. M= P/K, where P is projective and KC JP, we observe 
that 
TM= (P/JP, JP; u)/(O, K; 0), 
where u : JO, P/JP- JP is an isomorphism. 
It is clear from this expression that every J-representation V= (V,, Vz; u) with u 
an epimorphism is of the form V= TM with M uniquely determined by V (up to 
isomorphism). Consequently, if TMz TX@ Q, we get Q= TY for some R-module 
Y. Therefore, TM= T(X@ Y) and Mz.X@ Y follows. This proves that T satisfies 
condition 2.2 (iii). T commutes with direct limits by construction. Further, if M is 
finitely presented, it follows from the formula above that TM is finitely presented, 
too. 
Since every J-representation V decomposes into (V,, Im u; u)@ (0, Cok u; 0), we 
get V= TM@ H, where M is an R-module and H a projective J-representation. It 
follows from Proposition 2.2 that 
p.proj.dim V= p.proj.dim M. 
Passing to the supremum proves the claim. 
For k any commutative field, we denote by .1’,(k) the path algebra of the quiver 
.? A - (n arrows). Obviously, 
where M denotes the (/c, k)-bimodule (&#. 
Corollary 2.5. Let R be a commutative local ring or a local k-algebra with k = R/J 
and J2 = 0. If n denotes the k-dimension of J, the pure global dimensions of R and 
X,(k) coincide. 
For n = 0 or 1 this dimension is zero, for n L 3 it is t + 1, where t is determined by 
max(Ke, IRI) = H, [6]. Concerning the pure global dimension of the Kronecker 
algebra X2(k), we refer to the next section. 
We recall that a ring R is semiperfect if every simple R-module has a projective 
cover. 
Proposition 2.6. Let e,f be orthogonal idempotents in a semiperfect ring R. 
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Suppose F= eRe and G =fRf are semisimple (artinian) and Re, Rf do not have a 
common direct summand. Then 
p.gl.dim 
F 0 
[ 1 M G Ip.gl.dim R, 
where M denotes the (G, F)-bimodule fJe, and J is the Jacobson-radical of R. 
Proof. (Compare [12].) By Corollary 2.3 we may assume that e+f= 1. Thus, R 
decomposes to 
Since (eJf )( fJe) C eJe = rad(eRe) = 0 and also (fJe)(eJf) = 0, [,” ‘if] is a two-sided 
ideal of R, and [,G i] is a factor ring of R. The assertion now follows from Pro- 
position 2.2 or from [6, Prop. 2.21. 
3. Finite dimensional hereditary algebras 
In this section, R usually denotes a finite dimensional hereditary algebra over 
some commutative field k. We first recall some basic facts on infinite dimensional 
representations of R from [27]. 
If A =DTr denotes the Auslander-Reiten construction ‘dual of the transpose’ 
with ‘inverse’ A - = TrD, the modules of the form A-“P with P indecomposable pro- 
jective (A”Q with Q indecomposable injective) are called preprojective (preinjective, 
resp.). These modules are always indecomposable, the remaining indecomposable 
R-modules of finite length are called indecomposable regular. 
If A4 is an R-module, the sum of all indecomposable regular or preinjective 
submodules of M is by definition the torsion submodule TM of M. TM is always 
pure in M [27, Thm. 4.11, and T(M/TM) =O. M is torsion-free if TM=O, M is a 
torsion module if TM = M. 
Lemma 3.1. If R is a finite dimensional hereditary algebra, then p.proj.dim MI 2 
for every torsion-free R-module M. 
Proof. We first observe that a torsion-free R-module is just a pure quotient of a 
direct sum of indecomposable preprojective modules: If M is torsion-free, any map 
f : U + M is zero, where U is indecomposable regular or preinjective. Combining all 
the non-zero maps f: Y+M, with V indecomposable, there results a pure-exact 
sequence 
O-N-P-M-0, 
where P is a direct sum of indecomposable preprojective modules. 
Let PO, . . . , P, be a complete set of indecomposable projective modules, and (P,) 
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denote the sequence 
PO,.... P,,,, A-P,, ,..., A-P,,,, A-‘PO ,..., A-2P,, A-‘P,, ,..., 
then P=@T=,P,, (“) for suitable c,‘s. It follows from [4, Lemma 1.31 that the system 
(P,),., is closed against predecessors in the sense of [27]. If 
N,=Nn (@~P$“‘), 
it now follows from [27, Prop. 2.11 that N,is a direct sum of PI, . . . , P,,,, with suitable 
multiplicities. Therefore, N, is pure-projective. 
As results from the pure-exact sequence 
N= li$ N, has pure-projective dimension I 1, which proves the claim. 
We recall that a hereditary algebra R is of tame representation type, if it is 
possible to give a complete classification of all indecomposable R-modules of finite 
length. For the precise statement of the definition and for further information on 
the structure of tame hereditary algebras, we refer to [l 1,121. 
Lemma 3.2. If R is a finite dimensional hereditary algebra of tame representation 
type, every torsion module has pure-projective dimension I 1. 
Proof. According to Proposition 2.1, we have to prove that any non-zero torsion 
module M contains a non-zero pure submodule of pure-projective dimension I 1. If 
IA4 denotes the sum of all submodules of M which are indecomposable preinjective, 
Ih4 is pure in M. Further, if IM#O, M has an indecomposable preinjective direct 
summand by [27, Thm. 3.31. 
If ZM=O, M is by definition the sum of submodules which are indecomposable 
regular, i.e. M is regular torsion. Since R is tame, the structure of regular torsion 
modules reduces to the structure of modules over a complete discrete valuation ring 
[27, $41. It follows that M has a non-zero direct summand N, which is either of finite 
length or is a Prtifer module [27, Lemma 4.5.21. 
In the first case, p.proj.dim N= 0. If N is a Priifer module, N= Ur=,, Nk, where 
every Nk has finite length.Now, p.proj.dim NI 1 follows from the limit argument 
above. 
Proposition 3.3. Let R denote a finite dimensional algebra of tame representation 
type. which is either hereditary or a radical-squared zero algebra. Then 
p.gl.dim R 5 2. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.4 we may assume that R is hereditary. According to 
Proposition 2.1 we have to prove that every non-zero R-module M contains a non- 
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zero pure submodule N of pure-projective dimension 52. If TM#O, this follows 
from Lemma 3.2. (Recall that TM is pure in M). If TM=O, we use Lemma 3.1. 
If R is countable and not representation-finite, then p.gl.dim R = 1 by the 
theorem of Gruson and Jensen [18] cited in the introduction. Thus, it is only of 
interest to consider the case of an uncountable field k. Here we have complete 
information, if we assume in addition that k is algebraically closed: 
Theorem 3.4. Let R denote a finite dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed 
field of uncountable cardinality Hi. Suppose R is hereditary or a radical-squared 
zero algebra, then 
(i) p.gl.dim R = 0, if R is representation-finite, 
(ii) p.gl.dim R = 2, ifR has tame representation type, 
(iii) p.gl.dim R = t + 1, if R has wild representation type. 
Proof. Again, we may assume that R is hereditary, further that R is two-sided 
indecomposable and basic (every simple factor ring is a field). We refer to [l l] for 
the fact that R is either representation-finite, tame or wild. If R is representation- 
finite, p.gl.dim R = 0. 
A basic finite dimensional hereditary algebra over an algebraically closed field k is 
just a path algebra k[T] of a quiver r without oriented cycle [14]. If R (also r) is 
tame, we deduce from the tables of [ 1 l] the existence of a full and exact embedding 
T: Y*(k)-Mod + R-Mod from Kronecker modules to R-modules, which satisfies the 
conditions of Proposition 2.2. Therefore, p.gl.dim &(k)_(p.gl.dim R. Further, 
21 p.gl.dim Y’(k), for k an uncountable algebraically closed field, is a result of 
Okoh [23]. Now, (ii) follows from Proposition 3.3. 
If R (also r) is wild, p.gl.dim R = t + 1, as is shown in [6]. This concludes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Corollary 3.5. Suppose r is a connected quiver (with or without cycles) and k an 
algebraically closed fieId of uncountable cardinality XI. Then 
(i) p.gl.dim k[f ] = 0, ifr is a Dynkin diagram, 
(ii) p.gl.dim k(T] = 1, ifr is an oriented cycle, 
(iii) p.gl.dim k[T] =2, if r is an extended Dynkin diagram which is not an 
oriented cycle, 
(iv) p.gl.dim k[T] = t + 1, in all the remaining cases, where r is necessarib wild. 
Proof. (i) is Gabriel’s theorem (131. (iii) and (iv) are a consequence of Theorem 3.4 
and [6, Thm. 4.1.1. It therefore remains to prove (ii). 
If f” denotes the oriented cycle 
1-*2+...-*n, 
we note that a k-linear representation of r, just consists of vector spaces Vi together 
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with k-linear maps fi : V, + Vi+ 1, where ie Z/r& As is easily verified, the functor 
T: k[T]-Mod 4 k[X]-Mod, 
satisfies the conditions of [6, Prop. 2.21 and p.gl.dim k[T,,] 4 p.gl.dim k[X] = 1 
follows. The last equality is a consequence of a well-known theorem of Kulikov 
[19], stating that every submodule of a pure-projective k[X]-module is again pure- 
projective. 
We refer to the next section for the proof that k[f,] satisfies the Kulikov 
property, too. 
Remark 3.6. The regular torsion modules are responsible for the increase of pure 
global dimension in the-wild case. In fact, suppose for example that R is a wild 
hereditary algebra over the field C of complex numbers. If ICI = K, (where t depends 
on the specific form of the continuum hypothesis), it follows from the proof 
of Theorem 3.4 that there exists a regular torsion R-module M with 
p.proj.dim M= t + 1 (provided t is finite, otherwise there is a sequence of regular 
torsion modules IV, with p.proj.dimM,,= n for each integer n). For further 
comments on cardinality questions with an influence on homological dimension, we 
refer to Osofsky [24,25]. 
4. A quiver algebra with the Kulikov property 
As is shown in [7], the Kulikov property (submodules of pure-projective modules 
are pure-projective) forces a finite dimensional algebra to be representation-finite. 
Here, we prove that the path algebra k[T,,] of the oriented cycle I’,, has the Kulikov 
property. Of course, k[T,] is just the polynomial ring k[X], further 
W,l = 4-U ktX1 
1 W) 4-U ’ 
etc. 
For r~Z!/rzZ we denote by P, the indecomposable projective &-representation 
(V,,..., V,;f*, . . . , fn), where Vi = k[X] for each i and f;: : Vi + Vi+ I is the multiplica- 
tion by X for i=r, and the identity map for i#r. 
Theorem 4.1. Let k be a commutative field. A k-linear r,,-representation P is pro- 
jective if and only if P is a direct sum of P,, . . . , P, with suitable multiplicities. P is 
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pure-projective if and only if P= H@M, where H is projective and M is a direct 
sum of finite dimensional representations. Further, subrepresentations of pure- 
projective representations are again pure-projective. 
The proof of the theorem depends on the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 4.2. R = k(f,J is (two-sided) hereditary noetherian. Further, any finitely 
generated l-,-representation E has the form E = P@ M, where P is projective and M 
is finite dimensional. 
Proof. Obviously, R z P,@ e-e BP,,. Since any non-zero subrepresentation of P, is 
isomorphic to Pi for some i= 1, . . . , n, we conclude that R is hereditary and 
noetherian. If E=P@M, where P is a projective summand and maximal with 
respect to this property, Hom(M, Q) = 0 for every projective R-module Q. We will 
prove that M is finite dimensional. 
For notational convenience, we assume n =2, thus M=(M1,Mz; f,g). Now, 
TIM= (MI; gf) and T2M= (M,; fg) are finitely generated k[X]-modules and there- 
fore decompose into TiM= Pi@M;, where Pi is projective and Mi finite dimensional 
(i = 1,2). Since the functors S,, Sz: k[X]-Mod * k[T*]-Mod, where Sr( V; f) = 
(V, V; f, 1) and &(V; f) =(V, V; 1, f), preserve projectivity, we deduce from the 
commutative diagram 
that McS,T,M@S2T2M=P@R, with P projective and A?f finite dimensional. 
Since Hom(M, P) = 0, M embeds into A?, and therefore has finite k-dimension. 
The following lemma summarizes the information on 
representations of r, (see [ 151). 
the finite-dimensional 
Lemma 4.3. Let R = k[f,,]. The category R-mod of R-modules of finite k-dimension 
decomposes into 
R-mod = k[X, X-‘]-mod x .d, 
where .z/ is the category of all l-,-representations (V,, . . . , V,,; f,, . . . , f,) with 
nilpotent composition f,-.- f,. .d is uniserial (i.e. each indecomposable module in d 
has a unique composition series) with n simple objects. Further, each indecompos- 
able U in .-J is uniquely determined by its length r and socle S (notation: U= CJJS)). 
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Here, a k[X, X-‘]-module (V; f) is identified with the r,,-representation 
(v;Xl,...,l). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The assertion on projective r,-modules follows from the 
structure of projective modules over hereditary rings [lo]. 
If P is pure-projective, P is a direct summand of f?@A, with F? projective and A?? 
a direct sum of finite dimensional representations. P/Pnfi= H is projective as a 
submodule of R. Thus, PZ H@(PflR), where M= PnM is a direct summand of 
P therefore of fi. By a theorem of Crawley-Jonsson-Warfield [1], M is a direct 
sum of finite dimensional modules. 
By a theorem of Brune [9], R has the Kulikov property if and only if the category 
Irf of finitely generated R-modules is right noetherian as a ringoid (in the sense of 
Mitchell’s [22] several-object version of ring theory). 
We therefore have to prove that any family of R-linear maps f,: U,- V (with 
V, U, indecomposable in c’) has a finite subsystem, generating the same subfunctor 
of Hom(-, V). This amounts to exhibit a finite subsystem, say fi: Vi+ V 
(i=l,..., n), such that every f, factorizes through [f,, . . . ,f,] : U,@ --.@ If,,,- V 
(factorization property). 
If V is projective, we get Hom( U, V) = 0 for every I/ which is finite dimensional. 
But Hom(-, V), restricted to finitely generated projective modules is noetherian, 
since R is noetherian. 
We now deduce from Lemma 4.2 that it is sufficient to prove that R-mod is right 
noetherian. Since k[X, X-II-Mod is right noetherian [8], this amounts to prove that 
.T/ is right noetherian by Lemma 4.3. 
Since an indecomposable V of d has only a finite number of submodules, in 
proving the factorization property, we may assume that each f,: Ua -+ V is an 
epimorphism. If the length of U, is chosen minimally, every f, factorizes through 
fa, as follows from Lemma 4.4. 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose f: W 4 V and g : U -+ V are epimorphisms, where U, V, Ware 
indecomposable in d. If m = length(W) 1 length(U), then f factorizes through g. 
Proof. We denote by _Ym the full abelian subcategory of d, which consists of all 
k-linear representations V of 
rtl: ‘p ; cp l-20...+n 
satisfying the zero-relation 0 = qrn : Vi-+ Vi+, for each i E E/nH. .d,,, contains all U of 
Z/ with length(U) I m. Since the U,,,(S) (Lemma 4.3), where S is simple in :d, are just 
the indecomposable projective representations in s/,,,, we conclude that W is pro- 
jective in .-J,, and the assertion follows. 
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5. Applications to non-hereditary algebras 
The results of Section 3 may also be applied to algebras which are neither 
hereditary nor radical-squared zero algebras. We begin with the investigation of 
the algebras of dimension four over an algebraically closed field [la]. 
If k denotes a commutative field, the algebras 
R, = k[X, Y]/(X2, Y2), 
R2 = k[X, Y]/(X2 - Y2, XY), 
R#) = k(X, Y>/(X2, XY- 1 YX, Y2), where 1 E k\(O) 
R?=k(X, Y)/(Y2, X2+ YX, XY+ YX) 
are 4-dimensional ocal k-algebras with simple socle S. (We note that RI z R2, if 
char K# 2). Therefore, if R denotes one of these algebras, R is self-injective and 
R/S= k[X, Y]/(X, Y)2. From [6, Cor. 2.41 and Corollary 2.5 we deduce: 
Proposition 5.1. For any commutative field k, the pure global dimensions of the 
algebras RI, R2, R&l) for 1 f 0, R4, the Kronecker algebra x2(k) and the 3-dimen- 
sional algebra k[X, Y]/(X, Y)2 coincide. 
Remark 5.2. The four-dimensional algebras over an algebraically closed field k 
(char k#2) are classified in [16]. Examples l-5, 10, 11, 13-15 of this list have finite 
representation type and therefore pure global dimension zero. Examples 6, 7, 12, 
17-19 are covered by Proposition 5.1. The algebra k[X, Y, Z]/(X, Y, Z)2 (expl. 9) is a 
wild local algebra and has pure global dimension t + 1, if max( K,,, / k() = K, [6]. We 
have not been able to determine the pure global dimension of the two remaining 
algebras k[X, Y]/(X3, XY, Y2) and k(X, Y>/(X2, XY, Y2). We note that both 
algebras are tame, as follows from [17,26]. 
Proposition 5.3. Suppose k is as an uncountable algebraically closed field and R a 
finite dimensional local k-algebra. Then either R is representation-finite or 
p.gl.dim R h 2. 
We note that Proposition 5.3 covers the case of commutative finite dimensional 
k-algebras. 
Proof. If dim, J/J2 = 1, R z k[X]/(X”) for some n, and R is representation-finite. 
If dim, J/J*r2, k[X, Y]/(X, Y)’ is a factor ring of R. The assertion now follows 
from Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 3.5. 
The incidence algebras of critical ordered sets in the sense of Loupias [21, 
Prop. 1. I] are known to be tame. 
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Proposition 5.4. If k is an uncountable algebraically closed field, every incidence 
algebra k[I] of a critical ordered set I has pure global dimension 2. 
Proof. We first note that each critical ordered set may be reduced to a tame quiver 
in a finite number of steps using push-out and pull-back constructions similar to 
Bernstein-Gelfand-Panomarev reflection functors (compare [28, p. 196 ff.]). By a 
variant of [6, I.emma 4.21 these functors will not change the pure global dimension. 
The assertion now follows from Corollary 3.5. 
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